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Abstract-We study the kernann problem for the followmg system 
1 
u, - (uv), = 0 
v,-uu, =o 
(1) 
wluch describes the macroscopic behavlour of some (so-called “chemotact~“) bactenal populanons, 
which are attracted by a chermcal substrate This system IS elhptlc for v2 + 4u G 0, and hyperbohc 
elsewhere Here, Smce u IS the concentration of the bactena, we solve this problem m the half-plane 
{u > 0}, m wkuch (1) 1s stnctly hyperbohc, except at the ongm Moreover, each elgenvalue IS hnearly 
degenerate along one half of the axls {u = 0}, and the Hugomot locus of a pomt on tius aXIs 1s unusual 
1 INTRODUCTION 
There exist some (so-called “chemotactlc”) bactenal populations which are attracted by the 
gradlent of some chemical substrate, which they metabolize When the bactena have depleted 
the substrate somewhere, this creates a gradient m the concentration of this substrate, which 
attracts them further, and so on Hence, one observes traveling bands of bactena 
Several mathematical models have been proposed to descnbe this phenomenon (see, e g 
Nossal[ 11, Keller and Segel[2], Lauffenburger and Kennedy[3], and several papers of Jager et 
al [4]) All these models are viscous perturbations of quasi-lmear first order hyperbolic system 
of conservation laws 
In previous works, we studied the model of Nossal[ 11, with different vlscoslty perturbations 
(see Rascle[S, 61, and the much more general model of Keller_Segel[2], see Rascle[7]) 
If we neglect he growth of the bacteria nd all the dlffuslon phenomena, nd if we consider 
the one-dimensional problem, then the model of Nossal can be wntten 
l u, - (uv), = 0 V(x, r) E R x R, (1) 
Iv,-ux =o 
with the mltlal data 
(u(x, O), v(x, 0)) = U(& 0) = (&J(X), VO(X)) = U&X) 
and the mequahtles 
Vx E R (2) 
u 2 0, l.40 3 0 (3) 
Here, u 1s the concentration of the bactena, and 
dY v=yx=- 
ax 
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ytxt r) = 
s(x, t) 
u(x, r)dr = -klog- 
s(x, 0) 
where s 1s the concentration of substrate and k a posltlve constant 
Here, we are going to study the Rlemann Problem for the system (l), 1 e the Cauchy 
problem (l), (2) with 
U(x, 0) = (u(x, O), v(x, 0)) = -I (u-, v-) = U- forx < 0 (u+, v,) = U, for x > 0 (4) 
The partlculantles of system (1) are the foliowmg $ 
(1) It 1s a mixed-type system, elliptic m the region 
E = {(u, v) E R2/v2 + 4u G 0) 
and hyperbolic elsewhere In particular, it 1s stnctly hyperbolic m the half-plane{u 2 0}, except 
at the ongm, where moreover the Jacobian mamx IS not dlagonahzable 
(2) The first (resp second) eigenvalue is linearly degenerate along the half-axis 
D- = ((0, v)Iv c 0) (resp D, = ((0, V)IV s 0)) 
Thus D, IS a comcldmg rarefactlon and shock wave (see Temple[8]) of the first (resp second 
family) 
(3) The vertical axis D- U D, has (obviously) the equation G(u, v) = u = 0 and, for 
G(u, v) = 0, the vector grad G = is a left elgenvector common to the Jacobian 
mamx 
A(U) = A(u, v) = 
and to any diagonal mamx 
D= 
Hence, by the well-known result of Chueh et al [9], any of the convex regions {u 2 0) 
or {u s 0) (and therefore {u = 0)) 1s mvanant for the VISCOUS problem 
4 - (uv),r = E u,,, E >o 
= E’ Vrx, E’ 2 0 
(let) 
v, - 4 
even If E’ # E (see Rascle[S. , 61) Here, we shall show that the half-plane {u 3 0) IS mvanant 
for the Rlemann Problem hence the physlcal meamng of u IS preserved 
l’ln Rascle[S, 61, the function y was denoted by U 
SFor some examples of systems presentmg pathologlcdl aspects, see, e g Wendroff[ lo] (lmear degeneration), 
Keytitz and Kranzer( I I], LIU and Wang[l2], Temple[l3] (non-stnct hyperbohctty), Mock[l4], Shearer[ 151 (mtxed 
type systems) 
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(4) The Hugomot locus of a pomt U,, = (0, v,,) 1s unusual It conslsts of the axis {u = 0} 
and a parabola P(U,,) This parabola passes through the elliptic region E, it crosses {u = 0) 
(obviously) at the point U,, and also at the ongm, where the elgenvalues coalesce A point U 
of the admissible part of P( U,,) can be connected to U, by a shock, a point I!/ of the same half- 
axis as U,, by a classical contact dlscontmulty, and a point U of the other half-axis by an unusual 
contact dlscontmmty, with a change of the index of the associated elgenvalue when crossing 
the ongin 
In Section 2, we study the rarefaction curves Issued from a point U E {v’ + 4u 2 0}, m 
Section 3, we define the Hugomot locus of U E {v’ + 4u a 0} and the shock curves if u > 0 
In Section 4, we consider the case u = 0, and m Section 5, we solve the Rlemann Problem 
m the half-space {u 3 0} 
2 RAREFACTION CURVES ISSUED FROM U E {v’ + 4u 3 0) 
First, we wnte system (1) under the form 
u, + (F(U)), = 0, F U = (u, v)+ (-uv, -u) (1’) 
The Jacobian matnx of F 1s 
A(U) = I’; -; 
( i 
whose charactenstlc equation 1s 
i2+vE-u=O (5) 
Hence system (1) 1s elliptic if v2 + 4u C 0 and stnctly hyperbolic if v2 + 4u > 0, and 
m particular d u 2 0, (u, v) # (0, 0) In the hyperbohc region, the elgenvalues are given by 
A,(U) = ; (-v - 41’2) s 0 = %,(O) = %2(o) d n,(u) = ; (-v + 41’2) 
(6) 
A = v2 + 4u 
The left and nght elgenvectors 1’ and r’ associated to 1, are 
I’ = 1, - p = (1, &_,), 
( .i 
r’ = ‘(-A,, l), I = 1,2 
The elgenvalue 1, 1s genumely nonhnear (G N L ) m the sense of Lax[ 161 If 
VU, grad %, r’ # 0 
and hearly degenerate d 
VU, grad i., r’ = 0 
Here, it is easy to check that 
grad %, r’ = (- l)‘-‘l,A-l’z 
(7) 
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Therefore 
LEMMA 1 
(I) The ezgenvalue A, IS genuznely nonlznear (G N L ) for vZ + 4u 3 0, except on 
D_ = {u = 0, v s 0}, where 
i 
i,=OosLD, A2 = -vzsGNL 
and where (8) 
I’ = (1, -v), 12 = (1, O), r1 = ‘(0, l), rz = ‘(v, 1) 
(11) AZ IS G N L for v* + 4u 2 0, except on D, = {u = 0, v 2 0}, where 
I,=OzsLD, 1, = -vzsGNL 
and where (9) 
1’ = (1, O), 12 = (1, -v), r’ = ‘(v, l), r* = ‘(0, 1) 
(iii) In partzcular, for U = 
E, = AZ = 0, 
The Rzemann znvarzants, m
that 
0 
I’ = 12 = (1, O), r’ = r* = ‘(0, 1) 
the sense of Lax[ 161, of system (1) are the functions w, such 
grad w, r’ = 0, 1 = 1,2 (10) 
and the correspondmg rarefactzon curves are the integral curves of vectors r’( CJ), I e the level 
curves of functions w, 
R,(U,) = {Lr E R’/w,(U) = w,(U,,)}, l = 1,2 (11) 
LEMMA 2 
(1) The rarefactzon curves are the zntegral curves of the ordznazy dzfferentzal equatzons 
z’2 - vz’ - z = 0 u = z(v) (12) 
or, obvzously 
uy’2 + YY’ -l=O, v = Y(U) (12’) 
They are only defined (and real) zn the hyperbolic regzon 
(II) For u 2 0, we can choose for Rzemann Invarzants 
1 
w,(u, ,,) = u3,4X-1(2(X? _ 3) = _u.“Jy-3’2(y2 _ 1) 
w*(u, v) = -u3’4X-373X’ - 1) 
(13) 
where 
X = X(u, v) = Y-’ = exp Arg smh ( (; vu-’ 1)) (14) 
W& this choice, e g the 1-rarefactzon curves admzt the parametric representatzon 
u = (w,(X? - 3)-‘)4’Jx?‘7, 
X > 0 such that w,(X’ - 3) > 0 (15) 
v= _ (w,(,y? _ 3)-‘)*‘3X?‘J(l - X2) 
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(111) For the l-rarefactlon curves, the function y En (12’) IS strictly mcreaslng? and con- 
cave These curves {w, = a constant c} have a parabolic branch, when u --* +a such that 
v = O(u”*), and, for c < 0, they have a vertical asymptot m u = 0 Since w,(u, -v) = w,(u, 
v), we obtam the 2-rarefactlon curves by symmetry w r t the MIS {v = 0) 
(IV) The curves {w, = 0) are particular 
(16) 
and 
(17) 
u = 0, vso 
Sketch of the Proof To obtain, e g (12’), we wnte that ‘( 1, y’(u)) 1s a nght elgenvector 
of rnatnx A Then (12’) 1s an equation to the unknown y’ whose roots are real only in the 
hyperbolic region {v’ + 4u 5 0) The I-rarefaction waves correspond for u 3 0 to the choice 
of the posltlve root 
Y’ = 2u _!_ (-y + A”‘) > 0, A = y* + 4u 
If we denve (12’), we obtain 
y”(Uy’ + uy' + y) = y” (uy’ + (y’)-‘) = -2y’2 < 0 
which implies that y IS Increasing and concave The study of the mfimte branches of these 
curves uses the parametnc representation (1% which needs a very long and tedious calculation 
that we omit Finally the symmetry properties of 1 and 2-rarefaction curves are easily seen on 
(13), since, in (14), X(u, -v) = Y(u, v), and (IV) IS easy to check 0 
Now, we can define the admlsslble part of the rarefaction curves a point V, on the left 
(m the (x, t) plane) can be connected to a point V, on the nght by a k-centered rarefaction 
Y 
wave if there exists a contmuous function V { = i --, V(r) such that 
I ~/l(Uo) < ~-k(U,) vt s lk(VO), v(r) = vo (18) VY 3 Af(VI), wo = u, 
We call R,*( V,) the admlsslble part of the I-rarefactlon curve R,( V,) with the followmg 
convention 
R:( V_) (resp RT(V,)) is the set of states V which can be connected to 
V, = V- by a wave of negative speed, 1 e a I-rarefaction wave, with V, = V_ 
on the left (resp to V, = V, by a wave of positive speed, 1 e a 2-rarefactlon 
wave, with V, = V, on the right) 
(19) 
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We shall use below the same conventlon for shock waves and contact dlscontmumes With 
this convention we have 
PROPOSITION 1 
Let U-, U, belong to the hyperbolzc regzon {v2 + 4u 2 0} Then 
(1) Sznce A, (resp AZ+ IS L D on D- (resp D,) 
R:(U_) = 0 zf U- E D-, R$(U,) = 0 zf U, E D, 
(11) If U_ E D_, then 
Rf(U_) = {U = (K, v) E D-Iv’ + 4~ 2 0, w,(U) = w,(U_) and u =S u_} (20) 
m the same way, zf U, E D,, then 
R:(U+) = {U = ( K, v) E D,lv? + 4~ a 0, W?(U) = wz(U+) and K =s K,} (21) 
We show m Rg 1 the quahtatlve aspect of these curves for K Z 0 
3 THE HUGONIOT LOCUS OF A POINT U,, E {v' + 4u 3 0} 
SHOCK CURVES FOR u,>O 
A point U m R* can be connected to U,, by a centered shock wave (or a centered contact 
dzscontznuzty) if and only if U,, and U are related by the Rankzne-Hugonzot condztzons 
3s = duo, U) E Rls(U - U,) = F(U) - F(U,) (22) 
The set H(U,J of U which satisfy (22) IS the Hugonzot locus of U, We rewnte (22) under 
the form 
1 s(u - Kg) = -uv + UOV, s(v - VO) = -u + u. 
from which we deduce, if s # 0 and K # uo, that 
s2 + sv - uo = s2 + svo - K = 0 
(22’) 
(23) 
(compare with (5)) Then 
LEMMA 3 
(I) For vi + 4u, 3 0, and uO # 0 the Hugonzot set H(lJ,) IS defined by 
H(U,) = {V = t K, v) f RZIK = sz -I- FVfl, 
KO 
v = - - s, s f 0) (24) 
J 
Thzs set zs depicted zn Fzgures 2 and 3 
(11) In partzcular, for u. > 0, H( U,) zs the union of two smooth curves H ,( Uo) and HZ( Uo) 
whzch correspond respectzvely to the negative and to the posztzve root 
s = 2 (-v & (v’ + 4Ko)“7 = ; (-v + (vi + 4K)“‘) 
of equation (23), z e to a shock of the first and the second famzly In {K 2 0}, H, (U,) (resp 
H2( U,)) zs the graph of a strzctly zncreaszng concave (resp strzctly decreaszng convex) functzon 
v = v(u), and at the poznt U,, these curve7 have a C’ contact wzth the torrespondzng rarefactzon 
curves 
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u 1/2 
w,(u)=w,(u_)=o,v=2(3) 
.-- 
w,W)=w,W_)< 0 
Elllptlc region 
u l/2 
__w2~~~=w2~u+~=o,v=-2(5) 
--_ w2w)=w2(u+) >o 
Rg 1 Quahtatwe aspect of the curves R,+ (the dashed Ime represents the non admlsslble part or curves R,) 
(111) For u. = 0, H(U,) = D_ U D, U P(Lr,) = {u = O} U P(Vo) where P(Vo) IS the 
parabola of equation 
v=v2-v()v (25) 
whzch crosses agazn the axzs {u = 0} at the orzgzn (where A, = )L2) We have then 
u = ug = 0 zffs = 0, u E P(U0) zjfs = -v 
Proof (I) In view of (22’) we have e g 
u 
s(u - uo) = -u(v - vo) - vo(u - uo) = - - v. (U - vo) ( 1 s 
which Implies (23) (24) All the remauung propertles are then obvious The C* contact at V, 
of shock and rarefactlon curves IS well known (see Lax[l6]) Note that 
H,(uo, -vo) = {<4 -v)I(u, v) E Hduo, vo,) I = 1,2 (26) 
Fig .7 The set A’(&) for uO > o. \,, > o 
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Rg 3 The set H(U,,) for ug < 0, v. > 0 and vi + 4u0 > 0 
Now, it IS well known that, to rule out non physical shocks, we must add an admlsslblllty 
condttlon The most classical condltlons are 
(1) The Lax Shock Condrfron[l7] an admlsslble shock wave of speed s which connects 
two contant states U, on the left and U, on the nght must satisfy 
(2) The Lax Entropy condzron[ 171 for any convex entropy? q of system (l), with associated 
entropy flux q. an admlsslble dlscontmuous solution of (1) must satisfy 
m the sense of measures (this inequality IS motivated by the vlscoslty method) 
Note that, here, an entropy pan (q, q) satisfies 
-v --u 
(wl”) 
i 1 -1 0 = (W”) 
411 = - “?!A - VW 9” = -u?& 
(27) 
(28) 
Here, the only (nontnvlal) pair which can be easily computed IS given by 
q= ’ ; + u (log u - I), q = - uv log u 
which provides an energy mequalrty for the “VISCOUS” problem (l,,,) see Rascle[S, 61 
(3) The Entropy Condrtlon of LIU[ 18-201 an admlsslble shock which connects U, and Ur 
must satisfy 
03 
s(U,, U,) =s dU,, w, for all U 
between (I, and UT on the shock curve Issued form U, 
tWe recall that an entropy pair (q. 4) 1s a couple of functions such that grad qA = grad 4. see Lax1171 For 
such d couple (q, q), dfld for smooth solutions of (I ), ye have 0, + q, = 0. while for a weak shock. (27) IS eqtuvalent 
to (27)’ s(q(U,) - v(U,)) - (qfb’,) - y(U,)) c 0 
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(4) The admtsstbll1ry cntenon of Conley and Smoller[21] A shock wave U = l/(x/t) of 
speed s connecting U, and U, 1s admissible 1f and only if, except perhaps near by x = it, 1t 1s 
the hm1t when E -_, 0 of a family of traveling wave solutions U = 0(x - St/c) of the system 
(l,,), such that 
aa - x - st U,(resp U,) when < = - + - m(resp + co) (29) F 
We recall that, for strictly hyperbolic genurnely nonhnear, all these condltlons are equlv- 
alent, at least for weak shocks, see Lax[ 171, L1u( 191 Conley and Smoller[ 2 11, but that this is 
no longer the case for more general systems, see e g Conlon and L1u[22], Shearer[ 151 
Here, as for the rarefactlon curves, we choose to define, for II, = U_ or U, E {u > 0} 
S?(U-) = {U E H,(U-)IU_ and U satisfy Condltlon (E), titrh I/_ on the left} (30) 
and 
ST(U+) = {II E Hz(U,)IU and U, satisfy Condlton (E), with U, on the right}} (31) 
PROPOSITION 2 
Let U, = (u,, v,) E {u > 0) Then 
(I) S:(U_) (resp S,*(U+)), given by 
St(K) = {u E H,(U-)Iu > u- > 0) 
(resp Sz(U+) = {U E H2(H+)Iu > u, > 0} 
= {(u, - v)I(u, v) E V((u+, - v+))I 
(32) 
1s the set of constant states U which can be connected to U- on the left (resp to U, on the 
right) by a centered l-shock wave (resp 2-shock wave), whzch satisfies m particular, the Lax 
Shock Condltlon (L) with k = 1 (resp k = 2) 
(11) The shockcurve ST(K) (resp Sf(U+)) rsglobally in the convexregton {w,(U) < w,(U_)} 
(resp {w?(U) < w?(U+)}) &fined by the correspondmg rarefacaon curves R,(U_) (resp R,(U+)) 
Sketch of the proqf (1) (1) 1s easy to prove, even without using the above-mentioned 
general results (note that for u > 0, (1) 1s strictly hyperbolic and genuinely non linear) 
(2) It 1s well known, see Lax[ 171, that admlsslble part of the shock curve 1s locally 1n the 
convex region defined by the rarefaction curves The same result 1s true globally for the general 
class of 2 X 2 systems considered by Smoller and Johnson[23], but the system (1) does not 
belong to this class Here using an idea in Le Roux[24], (see also Rascle[25]), we prove the 
same global result 1n the followmg way let U = (u, v) E R,( U,), 1 = 1,2 Then by (12), and 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
Ju - uoI = [z(v) - z(vo)l = /i: z’(t) dT/ 
c (v - v,,(‘i2 (i,:zt2(t) d )“? 
Ii? 
= Iv - Vp (b’(t) + z(t)) dr 
and by (22)‘, this implies the desired result 
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In the followlng picture, we descnbe the shock curves Sp(U,) for u, > 0 
Now, we can study the case {u,, = 0) 
Fig 4 Shock waves for some vectors U, E {u > 0} 
4 SHOCK AND CONTACT DISCONTINUITIES FOR ug = 0 
In Lemma 3, we have seen that, for u, = 0, 
H(U,) = D- u P(U,) = {(u, v)/u = O} u {(u, v)Iu = v2 - vov} 
and that 
IA = 0 lff s(lJr& U) = 0, u = v2 - vov lff s(zJ,, U) = -v 
First, we study the case where u = u0 = 0, ln which the wave IS a contact dzscontznuzty 
LEMMAS 
Let U, = (0, v,), 1 = 0, 1, wzth ( UO, U,) = (U,, U,) or (Ur, U,) Then 
(0 !f vo s 0 and v, 6 0, U. and U, can be connected by a (statzonary) l-contact dzs- 
contznuzty, of speed 
s = n,(u,) = A,(U,) = 0 
(11) if vo 3 0 and v, a 0, U. and U, can be connected by a (statzonary) 2-contact dzs- 
contznuzzy, of speed 
s = A.,(U,) = A,(U,) = 0 
(111) if vg < 0 < v,, U. and U, can be connected by a (statzonary) unusual “l-2 contact 
dzscontznuzry “, of speed 
s = A,(U,) = &(U,) = 0 (33) 
(IV) In all cases, thzs contact dzscontznuzty satzsfes 
! u=u - 0 = u(x) 0 t -(; [ X - z v(x) = v- forx < 0 t v+ forx > 0 (34) 
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It sat&es the Entropy Condltlon (E), and the equality of entropy 
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t + z = 0, for all patr (q, q), even if 9 IS not convex (35) 
(v) This solution does not sattsfy the Admlsslbdny Cnterron of Conley and Smaller for 
problem (1, ,), but it can be constructed as the llmlt of a sequence of smooth solutrons either 
of system (1) or of the “VISCOUS” problems (1, ,) or (1, J 
(VI) Moreover, when u. and u, + 0, , the solution of the Rlemann Problem constructed 
below tends to the solution (33) 
Proof (1) It 1s easy to check (1) (11) and (111) In the plane (x, t), the corresponding pictures 
are 
* 
x 
Rg 5(a) Case (I), If v0 < 0, v, < 0, u0 = U, = 0 Fig 5(b) Case (II), If v, > 0, v, > 0, u,, = u, = 0 
t 
u,=u_ 
? y 
’ / 
’ / 
I I 
V 
ul=“+ 
F‘, 1 \ ’ 
\ ’ 
\ I 
u 
x’ 
t 
uo=u_ 
% d \ 
’ I 
\I 
\1 
b 
‘1 “‘f’ 
\ i \ 
\ I \ I 
\r 
- 
u,=u+ 
A 
’ t 
I I/ 
I/ 
I/ 
x’ 
Rg 5(c) and (d) Case (III) v0 < 0 < v,, u, = u0 = 0, ------) (resp - -+-+) charactenstlcs of the first 
(resp second) famdy 
The cases (1) and (11) are classical 1 and 2-contact dlscontmultles see, e g Lax[l6] or 
Smoller[26] 
In these cases, among the four charactenstlcs associated to E.,(U+), I = 1,2, two are 
parallel to the lme of dlscontmmty (and belong to the same family), one enters this hne x = 0, 
and the last one leaves It 
On the contrary, the case (in) is unusual two charactenstlcs (not of the same family) are 
parallel to the lme of dlscontmulty x = 0, and either the two remaining charactenstlcs enter 
this line, or both of them leave it This non classical solution must be JuStlfied This 1s the 
purpose of the sequel 
(2) Let us prove (iv) In all cases, we have obviously (34) and, for all U between U_ and 
U, on the axis {u = O}, with lJo = U_ or U,, s(U_, U) = s(U_, V,) = 0 the condltlon 
(E) IS thus satisfied Let us check (35) for any pair (9, q) satlsfymg (28), we have (q(U)), = 0 
because the solution (33) 1s stationary and (q(U)), = 0 because this solution takes Its values 
m {u = 0}, which implies 
(q(U)), = quu, + q,v, = qu 0 - uq,v* = 0 
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(3) Let us prove (v) First, we check that the Admlsslblhty Criterion of Conley and Smoller 
IS not satisfied, because the axis {u = 0) 1s a set of cntlcal pomts for the vector-field F(U) = F( II, 
v) = (- uv, -u) Therefore, If we look for a traveling wave solution 
U(x, t) = u y -( 1 = ($3, g), x-St x < = - = - du E E’ u=z 
of (1, ,) we obtam 
u + uv + Llv = 0, (4 VI (km) = (0, v,) - -- -- - - 
E’ 
;,+u=o, E’ = & (36) 
If we assume that u (5”) = v (2”) = 0, this Implies u = - uv, v = -u therefore 
u = v = 0, which 1s mc<mpatlble with ~(5”) = v, 
- -- - 
Therefore, the admlsslbllity cntenon of Conley and Smoller IS not satisfied However, if 
we consider the problem (1, J, then for any function v such that v( 2~) = v+, the couple (u, 
- 
- 
v) = (0, v) IS a solution of (36), with E = 0 
Morigenerally, we can approxnnate the solution (34) by a sequence of smooth functions 
at least by two other methods 
(a) Frrst merhod The general method m the linearly degenerate case We look for a 
solution U = U(x - st) = U(r) of system (I), with s = 0 We obtain classically 
(A(U) - sl)U(() = 0, 
Therefore 
ilk/s = A,(U(<>) and U(C)) = a(5) rk(U(S)), a(5) E R (37) 
Here 
s = 0 = n,(U(<)) and r’(U(<)) = ‘(0, 1) If v(r) G 0 
s = 0 = A.,(U(r)) and r2(U(<)) = ‘(0, 1) if v(c) 2 0 
Smce ,I, (or I,) IS lmearly degenerate on D- (or D,), the function a IS arbitrary If we 
choose e g any contmuous function a such that 
I 
+F 
a(5) = a”(() = 0 for [{I > E, and ~~(5) d = v, - v- 
-, 
then the associated solution UF of (37) IS a smooth solution of (1) which satisfies 
U_ forx< -E 
WC) = Wx) = u 
+ 
for x > E 
Now,Ifv_v+ <O,asA, = A2 = Oandr’ = r 2 = ‘(0, 1) at U = 0, the mfex k WI (37) 
changes when lJF crosses the orlgrn 
1 for 
V(r) 
VP(T) 4 0 
= a’(W(UP(OL ’ = 1 2 for ~~(5) 3 0 
(b) Second method The classlcal vlscoslty method We look for a solution U = (u, v)- 
not necessanly a travehng wave solution-of the VISCOUS Problem (1, ,) or ( 1, ,J, with the mitral 
data (4) 
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Then m both cases, It 1s easy to see that the solution II’ of the viscous problem tends to 
the function (33) In particular, if D = I, then U’ = 0 and vi - EV:, = 0 we have only to 
pass to the limit m a scalar equation t 
(4) We shall see below that for 0 < 1.4~ < 3/4(~,)~, v_ < 0 < v+, the solution of the 
Rlemann Problem 1s given by an intermediate state U connected to U_ (resp I/+) by a 1 (resp 
2)-rarefaction wave It 1s easy to show that, when U+ + 0, this solution tends to the solution 
(33) Now, if we exchange U- and U,, this IS equivalent to changing x into -x, and for 
u = 0, and the system (1) IS mvmant by this transformation Therefore this new solution IS 
as admlsslble as the preceding one 
Therefore, even m the unusual case (in), there are several arguments to consider the 
solution (33) as admlsslble 
We have thus studied the case where U and U, E {u = 0}, which corresponds to a contact 
tiiscontmuity The case where U E P(U,) will correspond to an admissible shock wave More 
precisely 
PROWSITION 3 
(1) Let U, = U, = (0, v,), and set 
SyqU_) = {U = (u, v) E P(U_)Iv > ma_x(v_, O,} 
(resp Si(U+) = {U = ( u, vv) E P(U+)Iv < mm(v+, 0))) 
where P(U,) = {(u, v)Iu = v2 - vOv} 
Then S:(U) U {u = 0} (resp ST(U+) U {u = 0}) IS the set of constant states U which 
can be connected to U_ on the left (resp to U, on the rzght) by a centered shock wave or 
contact ducontznuq of negative speed (resp of posltlve speed) which satrsfies the Entropy 
Condltton (E) 
(11) There are four cases 
--I. U E S;C(U_) (resp S?(u+)), then U E {u > 0) where system (1) IS G N L und U 
IS connected to U _ (resp U +) by a l(resp 2) shock wave, of speed s = - v which satisfies 
the Lax Shock Condltlon (L) 
-_d U and U+ E D_ (resp cf U and U+ E D,) (resp if vv, < 0 and u = u, = 0), 
then, accordmg to Lemma 4, U and U, are connected by a 1 (resp 2) (resp l-2) contact 
dlscontmuq of speed s = 0 
Fig 6 The set .V(u-) for some vectors U- (the sets s:(u+) sansfy s:(u+, +V,) = {cu, -V),(u, 
VI E S?(u*, -v+,}, 
tThls a general property for comcxhng I -shock and I -rarefactIon waves, see Temple[l], Theorem lB, and therefore 
for contact dlscontmulty carves as D_ and D_ Note that, here, we have bofh the properties I IS constant on D1(l e 
/ IS LB on D,) and Df IS a straight hne (the result of Temple states that, m general, we have one of them) 
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This proposltlon IS qmte easy to check We simply cons&r the case where U_ E D_ 
In thus case, the parabola P(U_> is the umon of three dlsJomt sets The set {II E P(U_)/ 
v < v_) IS not admlsslble m thus case we should cons&z a 2-rarefacuon wave, with U_ on 
the left The set {U E P( U J/v_ C v C 0) corresponds to an adnusslble 2-shock, of posltlve 
speed, wtth U_ on the left Thus part of the parabola passes through the elhpuc region, and 
crosses agam the axis (u = 0) at the ongm, where, once agam, the &hock becomes a l- 
shock Finally, the set St(U_) IS contamed m (u > O}, where system (1) IS G N L , we can 
cons&r that the l-shock curve Issued from U_ IS (D_ U SY(U_)) U D, (with the 1-2 contact 
d~scontmmty d U E D,), and we note that the Entropy condmon (E) IS satisfied for all U on 
thlsset 
5 SOLUTION OF THE RIEMANN PROBLEM IN THE HALF-SPACE {it 3 0) 
We consider the Rlemann Problem 
{ 
u, - (uv), = 0 
v, - u, = 0 
(u(x, 0). v(x* 0)) = 
{ 
(u_, v,) = u_ forx c 0 
(u+, v,) = U, forx>O 
(1) 
(4) 
mthecasewhereu_ >O,u+ SO 
We consider the curves R,*(U,) and SW=) constructed m the previous ections, and, we 
recall that 
0 
112 
w,w =01ff(lED_orv=2~ 
I’2 
w*(U) =OlffU~D+orv= 
We summmze the results m the followmg theorem 
THEOREM 
Sscppose that U_ and U, E {u P 01, then the solutton of the Rlemann Problem ( l), (4) 
1s constructed m the followrng way 
(1) Suppose that w,(U_) d 0 or w2(Uc d 0, wtth w,(U-) + w,(U+) C 0 Then the set 
I = VWU-1 U S:(U-)) fl (R?(U+) U Sf(U+)) 
contams exactly one element U, and the solattm conststs of thw mtermedtate constant state 
[I, connected to U_ on the lt$ (resp to U, on the right)) by a l(resp 2) rarefactlon wave rf 
U E RT(U_) (resp R$(U+)), or by a l(resp 2) shock wave dU E S?(U_) (resp @(UC)) 
(ii) Suppose that w&U_) = wz(U+) = 0, with u_ f I(+ > 0 then the mtermedrate con- 
stant state IS U = 0, connected to II_ on the lcf and I/_ on the right by two adJacent waves 
There are three cases 
0 
II2 
0 
I/Z 
Case1 #v-=2? >oandv+=-2F < 0 we have a I-rarefactron wave and 
a 2-rare$ixctzon wave 
0 
112 
Case2 ~U_ED_andv, = -2 y < 0, we have a l-contact drscontmurtv and a 2- 
rarefaction wave 
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( ) 
Ii2 
Case 3 Ifv_ = 2 % > 0 and U, E D + , we have a I -rarefactron wave and a 2-contact 
drscontmuuy 
We recall that the contact dtscontmuttles have always the speed s = 0 
(111) Case 4 If U_ ED- and U, Er: D,, or If U_ E D, and U, E D-, then U- and 
U + are connected by a l-2 contact dlsconttnuq of speed s = 0 
(IV) Suppose that w,(U_) 1 0 and w2(U+) 2 0, with w,(K) + w2(U+) > 0, then there 
are two mtermedlate constant states U, and U2 such that 
{U,> = D+ f~ MU-), {U2} = D_ f-~ R;(U+), v2 S 0 6 v, 
U, (resp U,) IS connected to U_ on the left (resp to U, on the right) by a l(resp 2) 
rarefaction wave and, accordrng to Lemma 4, U, and Uz are connected by a contact drscontmutty 
of speed s = 0, for which there are three cases 
Case 5 w,(U_) > 0 and w?(U+) > 0, then vz < 0 < v,, and we have a 1-2 contact 
dlscontmuq 
Case 6 wI(u-) = 0 and w2(U+) > 0, then v2 < 0 = v,, z e U, = 0, and we have a 
1 -contact dtscontmulty, adlacent to the 1 -rarefaction wave 
Case 7 w,(K) > 0 and wz(U+) = 0, then v? = 0 < v,, I e U2 = 0, and we have a 
2-contact dtscontmulv, adjacent to the 2-rarefactton wave 
(v) In all cases, the solution such constructed remains tn the half-plane {u 3 0}, IS stable 
for small perturbations tn thrs set, and all the dtscontmuous waves mvolved satisfy the entropy 
condttlon (E) of Ltu 
In the following picture, we descnbe (e g ) the case 5 
“2 
Fig 7 Soluttons of the Rtemann problem tn case 5, m the phase plane (u, v) and the physlcal plane (x, 1) 
In conclusion, we have thus constructed a physxally reahstx solution of the Rlemann 
problem (1) (4) 
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